Safety Markings & Surfaces
keeping drivers, pedestrians and workers safe

MORE INFO VISIT: www.lafrentz.ca
CALL TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 859 2947

Lafrentz designs and installs industrial and enhanced safety
markings, as well as special skid-resistant surfaces across
Western Canada.
Safety markings are usually designed for high visibility and serve as a visual cue to drivers and pedestrians to proceed with caution. Lafrentz
installs safety markings using our System 400 Cold Plastic as a base. We can create any colour imaginable, and can even match Pantone
Management System (PMS) colour values for a completely custom look. As Lafrentz safety markings are made of plastic, they are very
durable, highly visible, and last longer than painted surfaces.
For additional skid resistance in wet and dry conditions, Lafrentz offers engineered safety surfaces, which can be applied on their own or as
an enhancement to safety markings. For skid-resistant surfaces, our Colgrip product provides excellent skid resistance in a variety of colours.
Colgrip is very durable and cures quickly, meaning the treated area can be opened to vehicle or pedestrian traffic soon after application.

Enhanced Safety Markings
If you’ve got an idea for a special road marking project, Lafrentz can help.
Our team can design and install completely custom road markings that
enhance safety while maintaining a nice esthetic. We’ve designed and
installed everything from multi-coloured crosswalks to dual-coloured lines in
custom colours to parade squares. If you can dream it, we can make it!

Industrial Safety Markings
Safety can be improved in warehouses and indoor / outdoor industrial
settings with the application of custom markings. Lafrentz can create
any number of colours to enhance visibility, including low light / dark
environments. Reflective emergency exit paths and skid-resistant areas are
common applications with Lafrentz’s custom-designed safety markings.
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Skid-Resistant Surfaces
Where safety is a special concern, Lafrentz designs and applies special skidresistant surfaces. Colgrip high friction surfacing uses a self levelling methyl
methacrylate binder and a special aggregate called refracted calcinated
bauxite. Colgrip is an economic choice, does not wear through polishing,
and outperforms other road surfaces with an effective service life of six to
eight years. Colgrip can be applied in custom shapes, and can be precisely
colour matched. Skid-resistant surfaces are a good choice for approaches,
pedestrian crossings, anti-skid lanes, jogging paths / running tracks and
other areas where extra grip is important.

Safety markings and surfaces
are often used to enhance
safety and wayfinding in the
following areas:

Your Project, Your Way
Bring Lafrentz to the table for your next safety markings and surface project.
With 20 years of experience designing, manufacturing and applying safety
road markings and surfaces, we can suggest the best and most costefficient ways to enhance safety for your particular project, while bringing
your ideas to life.

Bus lanes
Bicycle lanes
Speed zones
	Intersection approaches
	Footpaths
Pedestrian crossings
	Jogging/running tracks
	Industrial sites/warehouses

Want to create your own project?
Purchase these materials from Lafrentz
and apply them yourself. Order online at:
store.lafrentz.ca.
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